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CHAPTER-S

SOME CONCLUDING AND EVALUATlNG REMARKS

Regarding the controversy about truth, there are two alternatives of the
following types. The truth of a valid cognition gets revealed from every set of
causal conditions that generates the cognition itself and does not reveal its falsity
(JPiiinapriimiiY!yam

tadapriimii11yii

griihaka

tiivajjniina

griihakasiimagri

griihyam, nq vii iti\ The another alternative goes like this. The truth of a valid

cognition js not deteflll.ihed py

a set

of causal conditiops, Which generates the

cognition. ·The flrst alternative is jn favour. of Svatapriimiif!yaviida and the
second dne in favqur of par'atahpriimiiY!yaviid4.
A prohlem may be r~ised
.

I

ii1 thts connection. Those, who propagate the
.

theory of Svatahpriimii11ya Believe that a set of caUsal conditions, ·which
generates the cognition, can illumip.e its truth also. This view creates

~

different

problem. A set of causal conditions can generate a cognition no doubt, but it
cannot reveal its validity. In other words, the truth cannot be known through the
same set of causal· conditions, which reveal the cognition. In the .case of the
perceptual cognition of a jar a set of causal conditions like sense organ, object,
contact, operation of mind etc. become

th~

prime factor. In this context the

content of the cognition is ajar. But how is the truth of the cognition determined
by the same collocation of ~b4qitiotis. Truth qf a cogtlition cannot be known
through the same ,collocation of c~U;ses i.e., eye, oBject, contact, mind etc.
whether the perpetual pognition of a jar is really a jar or not cannot be known
h\'

through the sahi,e causes through which a jar is known. The sense, object, contact
etc. are the caqses of the

petcepttta~

cognition of a jar, but if this perc.eptual

cognition is illusory the s~e causal condition can prove its validity leading to a
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paradoxi~al

situatiOJ1: The causal condition generating ari illusory cognition can

generate its valic:lity afteiWards. It will lead to another problem.
Truth accorcHng to Nyaya is not merely cognitional truth (Priimii11ya) but
cognitional 'falsity' (a-priimiirtya) as well that is apprehended 'from other
sources' (parat4h). According to Prabhak:ara's problerri of 'falsity' of cognition
would have been relevant if only tqere really were such a thing as error or 'false
cognition'. In fact, according to them there is no such thing. It is not denied
indeed that we often speak of cognition as false or erroneous. We speak for
example, of the phenomenon of seeing something which is not a snake as a snake
or of perceivin~ something which is not silver as a piece of silver and so on as
illusions or false perceptions. How do the Svatah; Priimanyaviidins explain these
kind of perception ?
Each artd every person has experienced illusion; whenever one attains
knowledge, it would have been taken as knowledge proper, which is not always
correct, from the standpoint of reality. A person may see something, which is not
silver e.g. a _piece of sukti or m\,cre as a piece of silver, l1Jay then happen to be
seized with a desire to possess it and rriay actually exercise himself to get hold of
it. Th~s exercise on the

p$1: ~fa person with reference to some object proves,

it

may be said, the reality of a cognition-(here false) of that object. In the absence
of a unitary cognition of something ·as silver, it is not intelligible how a desire,
volition or an action can at all emerge with reference to the silver, which is
apprehended in such cognition.
Moreover, it has been accepted that the set of causal conditions revealing
a cognition cari reveal its truth and remove the chance of incorPoration of the
falsity of the same (tadapriimanya grahaka ). The set of conditions reveals truth
and removes the c4an9e of falsity. Earlier it

~s

&hown that truth is not capable of

being reveel:led through causal coP,ditions grasping c:;ognition. How is the
apriimii11ya of the cognition not grasped ? When truth is revealed to us, we come

to know that the falsity of the cpgnition is hot grasped. But the truth is not
grasped through the set bf cond~tions like sense-object contact etc. If it is so, how
the chance of falsity of the cognition is possible. If the acquired cognition of a jar
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is to be proved as true, it is to be done from the standpoint of its causal efficacy
(arthakriyii-kiiritv(l). A jar is to be talcep as such if it can contain water, which is
I~

its causal efficacy.

the way of chance of falsity of the cognition of a jar cannot

be removed if its truth is not ~etertnined. If the detemiination of truth of the
cognition of a jar depends on its

caus~l

efficacy it is virtually paratah priimii11Jla.

Again; if the validity of krtpwledge were self-evident, then there would be
no doubt regarding the validity of ~owledge that has not undergone repetition.
For if the knowledge is cognized then its validity is also certainly known, so how
can there be a doubt ? If, on the other hand, the knowledge is not cognized, then
in the absence ofknowledge of substantive, how can there be a doubt? Therefore
the validity ofknowledge is to be inferred. 2
The theory fails to do justice to an indisputable fact of experience. There
is sometimes such a thing as a doubt about whether a

co~itive

state is veridical

at a distance & per~~m with a previous experience of a

or not. 0~ seeing water

mirage, for example; may paqmilly haye a thought like 'Ain I seeing really water
? or Is this JPY ~ogrtitiqi1 df water veridical or ,~ot ? On he~ihg a knocking at the
door at an odq thne o:p.e SbrhetiitJ.es doubts whether one has heard really a
knocking.
Again after seeing a spake
on~

naturally doubt whether
undoubtedly take

plac~,

in a place having insufficient light, one may

has really seen a snake. Such doubts, which

cannot .be. accoun!ed for if every

knowle~ge

were

initially
knowledge always amounts
to
. known to be true, i.e., if knowledge of
.
.
certainty about its truth. 3 Actually it is not found in our day-to-day behaviour. As
true cognitions are there, the mental states in the form of doubt etc. are also real
phenomena, which goes against the acceptance of Svatah priimii11yaviida.
The Naiyayikas are consistent ii1 their fllethodology because they have .
. ~.

:.

.

'

.

' ',

.

.

given the definition of Prama as tadvqti'tatprakiirqka cqgilition in wtllch there
is
.
;:.

a relational cogrtjtion between qualifier and qualificant
sambandha).

parat~
'

priimiif1Yq

'

gha(atvqprakarakam niiham'

'

When

it

... '.

is

(vise~a11a-visezya-bhiiva

said that

'ghatatvavati

~'

i.e. cognition iri which

~le ja:tness has become a

chief qualifier ih a ?lace where Jarness really exists. In other words, a jar should
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be known as having really qualified by the property 'ghqtatva', when a rope is
taken as a snake, it is qualified by the

snakert~ss, whi~h

does not really exist in

an object possessing snakeness. Hence, the relational cogQ.itiort between qualifier
and qualificand in an appropriate place is called prama. Whep. w¢ see an object,
we must judge whether it is associated with the property ot qualifier existing in
it. It directs the fact that a cognition can not automatically taken as Prama,
because there is every chance of being illusory (aprama). Hence the Naiyayikas
admit that cognition is known to be true through the light of the qualifier in the
form of property existing in it. Hence it is very much extrinsic (paratah.). The
philosophers who believe in· the intrinsic validity of truth have to accept that, as
soon as cognition is originated, it is to be taken as true ab initio, because there is
no scope to judge its validity. Had it been there, it would have been taken as
paratah, as showrt earlier. If each and every cognition is taken as true, there will

be no possibility of falsity of cognition, which is very much qmtrary to the fact.
When we assign truth-value, it may be of true or false. Everi

ii+ our daily life we

are encountered with illusion, doubt etc. The advocacy of intrirtsic validity of
truth (Svataf? pram{i:f1ya) will. eraqic~te the possibility of having illusory and
dubious cognitiori, which is not possible at ~ll. Because truth is so precious as
there is falsity or an object having dubious character. Whatever there may be the
reasons we cannot deny the fact, which is experienced by us very often. Hence
the theory of intrinsic yalidity of truth (Svatah prama11yavada) cannot be
acceptable to the Naiyayikas.
To the Naiyayikas cognition is taken to be true if it leads to the successful
inclination (praw:ttisamarthya). From the . standpoint of pragmatic value
cognition's truth and falsity can be determined. This is very much consistent to
the part of the Naiyayikas and for this reason they always in favour of extrinsic
validity of truth (Paratah prama11ya). So far as the view if intrinsic validity of
truth is concemeq, cognition is taken to be true ab initio without considering its
pragmatic side. Normally w~ _determine the truth/falsity of cognition if it can lead
in to the goal. If water can quench Ol..lr thirst, it is taken as true. This is the normal
practice. If otherwise, it would be taken as presupposition. That is if the
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cognition of water is taken as such ab initio, it is taken, as water for the time
I

being without considering is mirage. But truth lies a risk factor in calling
something

'water'

because

it

rpay

be

contradicted

afterwards.

This

epistemological 'risk' is always there if one adheres to the theory of Svatah
priimiinya.

There is, of course, one point in favour of Svatah priimiinyaviida which
goes as follows. When the cognition of water is taken as true in terms of its
causal efficacy i.e., quenching of thirst, a skeptic may raise a question as to the
perfection of quenching of thirst. To know whether our thirst has been properly
quenched or not we need to see other characteristic features or physiological
features like softness in the mouth, existence of sufficient salyva etc. pointing to
·the absence of' thirst in an individual. If we see these physiological factors are
there, we come to the conclusion that the cognition of causal efficacy is correct.
These physiological factors may again be the objects of doubt. If it is so, we need
another set of factors to remove this. In this way, there would arise the defect of
Infinite Regress. Some may say that in order to remove such complications it is
better to

~ccept

something as true

initi~lly

I

and work accoi·Oingly. In fact, we have

the trust our AC(Iilired cognition for maintaining our day-to-day behaviour. If we
on doubt each and

~ve1y

acqUired cpgriition our day-to-day life would not be

possible. Because we believe in our sense organs, objects and

~cquired co~ition

to some extent. Other wise we canhot proceed forward. Moreover, there are
many cognitions which cannot lead us to the fact of successful inclination. When
we gather the cognitions through the words 'heaven', ' liberation', 'Brahman etc.
these cannot provide us a corresponding image through which we can judge the
same as true. If it is said 'Svargakiimoyajeta' or 'Sarvam Khalvidam Brahma'.
We have accepted these as true ab initio, because there is no scope for applying
extrinsic validity of truth here.
In our everyday life

cmtespondence to the reality and non-

correspondence to the reality - these two criteria are still adopted by us.
Immediately after tHe cognition of water, if there be a volition followed by the
getting of wa~et, tile

tn~th

(priimiitva) of the cognition is ascertained from the
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unfailing correspondence. The vyatireki inference like, 'the previous cognition is
true', because it has led to successful volition : whatever cognition is not true
does not lead to a successful :volition, as for example, false knowledge ? If after
perceiving

w~.tet,

a perso:fl

w~ts

to have after exercising the necessary volition,

then he is assured that his primary perception was veridical or true. This
ascertainment is inferential. The form of the inference being. The previous
cognition was veridical, for it has leq to a successful volition. The inference is
'vyatireki' 4 in character, for the Rule of Concomitance involved here 1s

Vyatireki, as shown earlier.
The Naiyayikas admit that when something is known:, the truth and falsity
of such sentence or object is kept in bracket for the time being. If some one says
- 'It is raining outside', the truth and falsity of such sentence cannot be
determined ab initio and hence this question should be kept in a bracket till
verification. If it is confirmed that it is raining outside reaiiy, it is to be taken as
true, otherwise it will be taken as false. But there are some cases, which cannot
be explained if the essence ofSvatafl pramanyavada is not accepted.
Firstly, the Naiyayikas also believe in the statements made by Srutis. In
other words, by virtue of being a member of astika Nyaya believes in the
authority of the Vedas. It is known to us that the Vedic statements are nonverifiable. Some of the cases are confirmed through inference. The Statement
about gods existence like 'Dyavabh'(lmijanyan devafl visvasya karta bhuvanasya
gopta' is confirmed through the series of syllogistic arguments. But all the

statements of the Sruti cannot be verified or confirmed through inference or other
means. At the same time the Naiyayikas cannot deny the truth of these Vedic
statements. Hence they have no other alternatives than to accept the truth of these
intrinsically.
Secondly, the knowledge of an object, which is known many terms, can
be attained intrinsically. Whenever we see an object, we remember its causal
efficacy. Whenever we see water or food, we definitely know that it will quench
our thirst or remove our hunger. Actually we are so

h~bituated

that we do not

bear slightest qoupt about the ca.Usal efficacy of it. We riever say that let us see
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whether this really quenches our thirst or not. Because we are confirmed that it
will quench our thirst. Such is the case with other objects. In these cases there is
no question of paratah priimii71ya. If the relation of an object and its causal
efficacy is in non-habitual state (anabhyiisadasii), there arises the necessity of
paratah priirhii71ya, but not in the habltual cases.

Thirdly, there are some cases, which are expressed in such a language the
truth of which is determined ihtrihsically. If it said ' it may be a man or trunk of a
tree' (qyam

mahti~yo

vii sthiinurvii bhavisyati); there are two alternatives- a man

and trunk of a tree. If it is said whether this is true or not, we may .safely say that
this sentence is true. If the third alternative is not possible, we may say that either
this is a man or trunk of a tree, from which the truth of the sentence follows. We
need not go outside the sentence and verify whether the sentence is true or not.
How is this truth known ? It is known intrinsically. Another example of this sort
may be forwarded. 'A yam satyam mithyiivii' (i.e., this is either true or false. Here
the truth of the sentence follows intrinsically.
Fourthly, the sentence of the trustworthy persons is always taken as true
as Aptavacana is accepted as a pramii11a by the Naiayikas. Hence, the sentence
uttered by a trustworthy person is taken as true without depending on external
factors.

Tho'!l~h

the statement made by the trustworthy persons is the result of

their verificaH<:m, it ls intrinsically true to us.
Hence, the impohance of Svatah priimii71yaviida lias to accepted in some
cases, not to ail. Hence the hnportance of this theory cannot be ignored totally.
Other than these cases Paratah prlima11yavlida is relevant.
Some philosophers like Jayanta, the celebrated Naiyayikas, though differ
in some points from old as well as new Naiyayikas, strongly criticized as a whole
Mimamsa. view of Svatah prlimli71ya theory. Being

~

supporter of Paratah

priimlinyavlida theory he states that fruitful activity is the test of truth and

fruitless activity is the test of falsehood, i.e., knowledge is true if it fulfils an
extra condition (Prav'(tti). The Mimamsakas argument that the truth of a
judgement cannot be determined afterwards, since judgement lasts only two
moments and that when judgement causes to exist at the next moment, it cannot
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be ascertained extrinsically. But Jayanta points out that the Mimamsakas
themselves hold that the falsehood of a judgement is extrinsically determined. If
the false judgement, according to them, is transitory, then how do they determine
it ? If they recall it in memory and then judge it extrinsically, the same method is
equally applicable in ascertaining the truth of a true judgement. 5
Jayanta accepts that there are some cases of knowledge whose truth
appears to be self-evident. When a new object is cognized repeatedly, it becomes
familiar and we need not test the truth of its cognition. On subsequent occasion
in the same way in which we tested it when it was new. Truth, in such cases, is
known through inference based on knowledge which by itself is neutral i.e. it is
not known to be true or false. Had it been possible, then would have been no
disappointment in practical activities. On this basis also truth and falsehood are
not self-evident, but are always known through inference.
Yet again the Mimarrtsakas may contend that the very experience of an
object may be the source of illumination of that object. For instance when a blue
thing reveals itself as an CJ.Wareness of blue, it is itself a piece of cognition. But
Jayanta refutes this view stating that in such a situation erroneous cognition e.g.
of silver in the shell, would also come under the purview of valid knowledge
since awareness of silver is there.
Jayanta further states that the contention of the Mimamsakas that a
judgement does hot depend upon outside factors to determine its own truth is
wrong, since when the initialJ:udgement arises in our mind we do not definitely
know that it is true. It is only after so:n:etime that truth, say of the apprehension
of 'blue' is ascertained.· The factor that ascertains the truth of a judgement is the
successful inclinatio11 (Praw:ttisamarthya) that follows it. 6
Professor Raghunath Ghosh in his unpublished paper - 'The Advaita
Concept of Prama : Some Paraqo±es", has been made

~effort

to show some

paradoxes in the definition ofprama (valid cognition) which has been defined by
.

. ·.

.~·

Dharmaraja Adhvatindra in his Vedanta paribhasa. To Advaitins valid cognition
acquaints us with something new (anadhigata). In other words, novelty is a
characteristic feature of truth. The memory cognition is excluded from the
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purview of valid· cognition no doubt, but it also excludes the recognitive
cognition (Pratyflbhijnfl). Memory cognition is generated through our earlier
impression alone (Samskaramatrajanya), while recognitive cognition is caused
by the impression of the past experiences associated with the presence of the
object (Samskarajcmya but not Samskflramfltrajanya). If it said that the object of
the cognition is anadhigata i.e., not known earlier, it excludes both memory and
recognitive cognition, because recognitive cognition is not anadhigata but
acquired earlier. There is some justification to accept memory cognition as
invalid, because the content is not verifiable due to the absence of it. As due to
its non-veriafiability there is every chance of committing mistake so there is no
guarantee that such cognition (Pratyabhijnfl) would be veridical. As the term
anadhigata is incorporated in the definition it cannot justify the recognitive

cognition, as it is already acquired (adhigata) and hence not new.
Keeping the earlier objection in view Dharmaraja Adhvarindra perhaps
has tried to justify day-to-day behaviour in the light of persistent cognition
(dharavahika jnflnd), which does not solve the real problem. To him an object

known for a period of time is called persistent cognition of the same. When we
keep looking at the table for example, it is not the same object seen for

a. period

of time put it is different in different moments. An object existing in each and
every moment is completely new (anadhigata) but not repeated what is already
acquired can not solve the earlier problem of recognitive cognition. But if each
and every object is temporally different from each other and if it is new, then
how is an object recognized as identical, which will lead to the non-acceptance of
recognition but which is accepted as valid in Advaita Vedanta so the term
anadhigata as an adjunct to the object cannot justify all types of valid

knowledge.
Dharmataja Adhvarindra has described such type of recognitive cognition
as indeterminate perceptual cognition (Nirvikalpaka pratyaksa). Prof. Raghunath
Ghosh claims that it is paradqxical tci the Advaitins that they have accepted
unacquired Qr hew cognition as a valid cognition (prama) on the one hand and
nirvikalpaka perception on the other. The Advaitins have given the example -
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· 'This is That Devadatta' (S6yam Devadatta) from the secular world, which
points to the recognitive cognition, as the present Devadatta' is identified with
the past Devadatta '.. In other words, there is an identity between the
consciousnes~

limited by the mental mode in the form of Devadatta ·as our inner

organ called ahtaftkardr{.a goes out of the body arid assumes the form of
Deva'datta '. Though the pres~nt Devad.atta' and past Devcuf.attci' are different in

terms of times and though

tpe~ ar~

not completely identtcal yet there is an

essential idehtity (Svariipagatatiidiitmyq) between them, which entails that they
are not COfi?.pletely unacquired (anadhigata). In the same way the MahiiviikyaTattvamasi' (Thou art That) signifies the essential identity between two- 'Thou
(tvam) and 'That' (tat) i.e., Brahman or Atman. In this case the phenomenon of
anadhigatatva does not exist, leading to the falsity of the nirvikalpaka -

cognition or recognitive cognition. If such nirvikalpaka -

cognition or

recognitive cognition. If such nirvikalpaka :.__ cognition is proved as falsified, it
would lead to the falsity of the Mahiiviikya, which suicidal to the Advaitins. For
the import of the Mahiiviikya makes a platform to realize t4e ultimate Reality.
The falsity of

Ma~iivqkyq,

le&ds to the falsity of tlie whole metaphysical

presuppositidti,. HeJice the term ana4qigata creates confusion in the AdvaitaVedanta system of Philosophy attd it ~hould be excluded front the definition.·
Dhaimaraja AdhvarinClr~ had rriade an effort to justify ·the fact of being
unaquired by irth-oducing the concept of persistent cognition (dhiiriivii(l.ikajfiiina).
To consider a piece of cognition, aS occupying a moment is

&11

attempt to justify

the theory of momentariness as accepted. by ·the Buddhists. As the Buddhists
believe in the theories of SvalakS{/11, so-soul or permapent entities like Siimiifl.ya
etc. so they are consistent in propagating the theories of momentariness. But the
theory of momentariness is not at all supportable by the Advaiteisms because
they believe in the existence of permanent self, but not in Svalaksa11a etc. In
course of formulation of the theories of the perceptuality of cognition of an
object (Jfiiinqgqta pra(yak:fa) and the perceptuality of object (Visayagata
pratyak:fq), the A.dvaitins recormpeJ1d the amalgamatioh of different limiting
'

adjunct (upa'qfii) of th¢ 9onsPiopspess like Vi~ayacait~ya (the consciousness
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limited by object), Pramti11acaitanya (consciousness limited by mental mode)
etc. But an amalgamated situation cannot be a momentary one. Even if it is
accepted as momentary, how can it be known as perception of a jar or the
perception of the cognition of jar ? All these problems remain unresolved if the
term anadhigata is not withdrawn from the definition.
It may be argued that a valid memory-cognition leads us always to the

successful inclination (Niyatasamvtido-praVJ:tti), it comes under the purview of
prama (valid cognition) and hence it being a defiendum of a valid cognition

cannot be s~id that it leads to the probability of the ti&elessness of tpe term
anad/:ligata.

Ih

response to this it i& said that the term serves the purpose of

excluding tqe use

of something, which is the qualifier of being a vaJid cognition

other th$1 the right memory-cdgrtitidp.. That is, it is usefu1 on accou:h~ of the fact
thjlt it can exclude wrong riwmory cognition (ayqthtirtha-smriti) from the
purview of the valid cognition. Under such circumstances the validity of the
capability of successful inclination (SamvtidipraVJ:thyupayukta prtimti11J'am)
should not be determined as a criterion of valid cognition. In order to indicate
this the adjunct anadhigata in the .defmition is justified.· In other words, the fact
of successful inclination of cognition presupposes its previous cognition, which
is certainly anadhigata at least removes the possibility of excluding successful
inclination as a criterion of valid cognition. In this connection it may be said that
if such case is ¢xclude4 wittl use of the term anadhiga(q, what is the utility of
another t¢rm dyiidhita inserted ih this defmition ?
Dharrti.afaja AdP.variti.c;ira has inserted the term Avadhita as an adjunct of
object, which

ent~ils th~t

the cognition. of an object exi&ting

~n

the phenomenal

world, must pot be Qoritradicted, by the latter cognition, irt th~ phenomenal state,
but not· in the transcendental level. It implies factual consistency or agreement
with given facts, which have an empirical reality. The Advaita Vedanta
recognizes the empirical reality of the world, but not its ontological reality. The
term Avadhita can test the truth of an object in the empirical level.
The insertion of the term Avadhita creates _some philosophical confusion.
If, there is cognition in the form : 'It is raining outside' -the question may raise
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how the truth-value of such sentence can be determined ? Definitely we have to
look outside whether the incident described in the sentence is true or false, which
will go in favour of Parataf? priim[u1Yadii, not accepted by the Advaitin. If it is
said- 'The sentence is either true or false', it can easily be said that the sentence
is true without going out of the sentence i.e. intrinsically true. It is stated by
Dharrnaraja Advarindra that the validity in intrinsically known. The meaning of
•

term Svatah is as follows. The collocation of causes, which can reveal the object
existing in it, can also reveal its validity if arid only if there is the abserice of
defect. The substratum of it is the knowledge of w:tti or mental mode, which can
reveal the witness (Siiksi). If the cognition of w:tti is apprehended it can
apprehend the validity of it also. It has already been said that the various
transfofil1.atio:Q. of arit(lf?kara11ah or rp.ind are called w:tti. As this w:tti is known
through the witness, the validity existing in it also is kil.own through the same
witness. It tJlay be argued th8rt if it is accepted that the validity of Svataq, there
does not arise any ql.leStion of the doubt of validity. Because in each and every
case witness will reveal the knowJeqge of w:tti resulting in a knowledge of
intrinsic validity. Under this situation there does not arise any question of the
doubt of validity, which is contrary to the fact. But in fact we generally feel the
doubt of validity. So according to Professor Raghunath Ghosh, the truth value of
the sentence 'It is raining outside'- can be determined extrinsically, which goes
in favour of parataf? priimii11yaviida, which is not accepted by the Advaitins
leading to a paradoxical situation. 7
I completely agree with Prof. Ghosh's ·view on the tenability of the term

anadhigata, which I think is quite reasonable.
So 'far as the Buddhist view is concerned, it is not free from some
problems. We know that the Buddhists believe in the theory of momentariness
and the theory of extrinsic vaiidity of truth, parataf? prG.mii11yaviida, But at the
same time it is to be kept in 111irid t]J.at t)lese can be related. So we should propose
a theory, which should protect both the theory of momentaripess and the theory
of extrinsic validity of truth or paratah. priimii11yaviida. That which corresponds
to reality (avisamviidhkam) is called valid cognition (pramii) according to the
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Buddhism. Now the term avisamvadaka used in Buddhist system as the unfailing
correspondence to the truth, generally suggests that they are in favour of paratah
praman.ya because when e.g.; water is knoWn to be 'real' we have to see whether

it quench our thirst dr not, if otherwise it is not water or it is pseudo water. But if
this view is taken into accotirit, ·the N aiyayikas can refute this view in the
following WflY· First irt th~ same moQ:lent it is not possible to know an object and
its causal efficacy ort which pt~aqya depends. Causal efficacy is technically
.called arthakriyiikiiritva. An ci;rthakriyiikiiritva is a matter by virtue of which an
object an object is knoWn as such, e.g., fire fan be taken as 'sat' or real if it can
cook something or if it can produce some heat. So only fire is to be known as
'sat' or existence in terms of its causal efficacy. So it is not possible for a person
to know both the object and its causal efficacy at the same moment. In the first
moment we can know the object, in the second moment we can know the causal
efficacy and we can relate them in the third moment. So if we adhere to this
theory then we can not protect the sanctity of the theory of moment&riness. So
paratah priimiilzya is ll kind of contradictory step taken by the Buqdhist. If it is

believed as 'Sva~alf as soon jls tpe object arise, the vallQ:ity itself is known, then
it would have

tn

cbn&dhant with the metaphysical pt~supposition. As their

metaphysical pres~ppositions at~ li~~ t4eori~s of momentariness, no-soul theory
all these things,

sd

parataft prqmiihya should not be applicable to the.m. An

arthakriyakiiritva is also a kind of paratah. priima11ya, which is similar to the

pragmatic theory of truth. So from the pragmatic standpoint an object is to be
taken as true or false. If it is so, then water fire can be known as 'sat' if it can ·
quench our thirst or it can cook food. So these functions can be. ascertained just
after few moments. So here theory of momentariness and the theory of paratah
,priimii11ya can not be known together within a single moment if moment is taken

as a fraction of second of a time, minutest particle of time it is impossible for
human beings to know both the thing& at a same moment. Therefore the theory of
paratah prii~iittya is ill-congrt,Ious to them,
to their
.

Therefore we come

own nl.¢tllphys~cql theories.
'

to the conclusion that the theory of paratah pramii11ya and

the object of existence - they are not similar. At first an object is existent
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because it will have some arthakriyiikiiritva, arthakriyii kiiritvalakshanam sat'
and whenever the arthakriy[lkiiritva is there, it is taken to be the admirer of
parataft priimii11ya. So parataft priimii11ya is to be taken, pragmatic value is to

be taken, as consistent, if they do not believe in theory of momentariness. So if
we keep together ·theory of momentariness in one hand and theory of parataft
priimii11yavada, a pragmatic view in another hand they cannot be taken together.

Moreover, the definition of perception is given in the following. An object free
from mental construction and non-erroneous is called perceptual entity
(Kalponiipodftam abhrantam pratyahfam). If the perceptual object is free from

mental constnictioil.s, it is unique particular
svalak~a11a,

(svalak~a11a)

jn n&~re. If an object is

it pas to be taken as having no truth-value, beca11se there does not

arise any question of falsity. If it is so the phrase- 'abhrantam' (non-erroneous)
is useless, because it is already proved that it is beyond truth and falsity.
Moreover, if we want to know its non-erroneous character, we have to depend on
our experience of its causal efficacy. For the attainment of such experience we
~' ~

need more than one momerit and hence, it will lose the objects momentary
character. For this reason the Buddhist view is not tenable and this view is not to
be taken as logically sound.
Now let us try to throw some light on

mok~akaragupta's

opinion on the

concept of pramii, pramii,11a and priimii11ya and a critical evaluation of them.
Mok~akaragupta,

a Buddhist Logician, believes that a

sm~rce

of valid

cognition (prdmii11e1) is not different from the V::Jlid cognition _(pramii) itself as
told earlier. A

sourc~

of valid cognition is valid cognitiort of an object not know

before. Like Dh&PTiakirti he also

beli~ves

that pramii an,q pramii11a are identic&l

on account of the fact that he holds that consciousness, as the principle of selfmanifestation is the source of all- cognition. A source of knowledge is something
by means of which an object is validly apprehended. This source is valid
knowledge itself, because it is free from the defect of doubt and illusion
(Pramanam samyogjniinamaiJV..rvagocaram. pramiyate neneti pramii11am. tadeva
samyagjniinam, sandeha viparyii-sado~a rahitatvat). 8 A piece of valid cognition

is called an uncontradicted experience (avisamviidijniinam) in this world. And
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this uncontradicted experience is not found in ·doubtful cognition or illusory
cognition. Referring to an unkhown object means the object of valid cognition is
not known before. Valid knowledge of an object refers to ari object, e.g!, a jar.
Knowledge produced by the pi·esence of an object, which certifies the real nature
of the object, and which is capable of making us attain the object is called the
source of valid knowledge (pramaf!a). The truth of knowledge remains in its
ability to produce successful activity. Valid knowledge is harmonious in the
sense that there is no conflict between the cognition of an object and the practical
activity to obtain it. Thus prama is practically useful knowledge and Pramaqa is
o~ject

its source. Apramana shows an
known to

obt~in

leading

someone

and this relation creates movement in the

an object (prapaka). Hence a pramana has got the capacity of
to

the

~ttainrpent

of an

object.

(Avisamvadakam

jnanamlokesqmyagjnanamabliidhioyate ... gocarovisayoghpiadil{,yasmadutpatma
m. Tadcirthaprapanq yogyamjiianam pramanqm 9).

The Naiyayi~as tnight r~ise objection to the above-.mentioned position of
. the Buddhists in the following manners.
Knowledge is an actior.t, an individual, having

knowled~e

is an agent and

a thing known is an object. How can a;. cognition be called pramiina if it does not
help a person to attain al object an4)! is unable to cause him to attain an object ?
In reply the Buddhists might say that we do not mean to say that a person having

knowledge is compelled to act pulling a person by the neck forcibly, but that
'determination in the form i.e., the essential nature of the object is such, and such
by knowledge;
action is
called the
and not
. otherwise' is caused
.
.
. This much
.
.
'

.

validity of knpwledf?;e. The knowledse is true when it reveqls its object with the
nature and attriblltes which abid~ in it. (Na hi jnanena puru~a gale
padukiinyayena

bcit4darthe

pravartayitavjaf;.

ap/

IVf!Vambhiltamidam

vastusyarupam nii~yathetyanenqkiirefla niScayo janaitaryal?). 10

A person having knowledge inay take action or may not depend. on the
situation

of

nece~sity.

(Purusastu

prayojanam, na pravartatiim),...-11.. ·
.

tatra

prayojan,avasiit

pravartamJ:te
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It may be argued by the Naiyayikas that the validity of cognition is
examined by the uncontradicted experience (avisamvadi), which is again proved
by the attainment of the object (arthaprapti). But we can not attain the same
object, which we have perceiv~d because of momentariness of the object.
Moreover, what is perceived is the outward form (ri1pa) of the object and what is
attained is the tangibility (spadatva). Thus one thing is f'ercejved and another is
attained. How then this knowledge becomes valid ? (Nanvavisamvadakatvena

jfianasya pramcrnyam. Avisamvadakatvam ca
yadrstamtat prapyate ksqnikavat kifica rupam
Tatonyaddr:stamanyat prapyata
sangacchatam. 12

dr:~tartha

dr:~tam

prapanat Na ca

prapyate ca sprastavyam

ityapratitaprapanat katham pramanyamasya

·

The above-mentioned objection is not tenable. For even if we obtain an
object what is really different from the object we have perceived, we still have
the definite cognition (adhyavasaya) of identity. 'I attain the same object which I
have perceived' and this is meant by the expression 'attainment of what has been
appreheJided' (pratipanna). On the contrary the knowledge of water in mirage is
definitely invalid becal.lse it cannot make us attain an object (Na yadinama

vastuto 'nyadeva

prapyate

dr:~tamevamaya

tathapi

praptamiyekqtvadhyavasayatpratitaprapanamabhidhiyate. Tattumaricikadijalajfi
anam tadaprapanayogjatvadaPramanameva). 13 To therri the distinctive property
of validity of knowledge cannot be ascertained by its origin in general. Yet we
can ascertain the distinction of one from the other by the specific features. For
example, a man of low intelligence ·may not be able to ascertain the validity of
his knowledge at the time of its origin yet he can ascertain the validity of the
knowledge of fire or water through such perceptions as burning, cooking,
drinking etc. when he sees them a far. A man with sharp intellect can ascertain it
through his perception. (Jfianotpattimatrena tu na bhrantiibhriintayobhedo

vadharyate. Tatasca kattam tat samyogjfianamiticet naisa

do~ah

yadyapi tathapi

jnfiandvise~odayadyathaikasya vai~i~tyam tathoevate ... ). 14

To the Buddhists uncontradicted mean.s the existence of efficacy. In case
I

of sound of a worq the hearing is the efficiency, since the purpose of the sound is
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served if it is simply heard (arthasvariipapratitirhi priimiinyqm, tacca
vahyarthakriya praptimantarenapi sambhavati ... Sabdasya srutimatrenaiva
caritiirthatviit srutireva tatriirthakriyastitheh). 15

Whatever may be the argument in favour of the notion of Prqma and
Pramana induced by Mol\&akaragupta cannot be accepted if the philosophical

problems raised earlier are not removed. In fact, the characteristic features of
Avisamvadakatvp cari,hbt

ju~tffy th~

theory of

mome~t;:rriness,

what is seen

cannot ·b~ attained due to tqe effect of momentariness. Whatever is perceived
outwardly- carip.ot be attained other wards due to the change of nature of an
object. For thls reason it is said that whatever is seen or perceived is not
perceived but tangible (Sparsana) in character. f.lence the the~ry of
avisamvadakatva cl.oes not stand in the eye of logic if the theory of

momentariness is taken for granted. The experience in the form- 'I' attain the
object, which is seen earlier' cannot justify the identity of the objects seen and
attained. If such adhyavasaya are taken for granted, we have to admit that there
is no effeCt of momentariness, which is impossible to accept by the Buddhists.
For this reason they have introduced two levels of truth-ultimate (Paramartha)
and concealed

(samb~ta).

In the latter case such experiences are allowed, but

these have ultimate vai~e. When they talk of ~anabhangavada, Nairatmyaviida
etc. they focus on the ultiinate truth, which can lead one tP attaiiuneht of nirvana.
Hence, we cannot igrwre the key-concepts like k&anjka etc. and if it exists, the
avisamvadaka theory qr adhyavasaya theory will sttrely fail leading to the

feature ofthe definition ofpramq.
Moreover, the determination of pramiitva and priin;ziiflya is not pos.sible at
the same time. Because, when a piece of cognition is known as pramii, it is the
result of some on going procedure held or adopted. The process always precedes
the result. Hence when a process is on the way, right cognition is not there.
When the right cognition is attained, the process is completed. It is said by
Mok&akaragupta also that 'Pramiyate' neneti Pramiinam, which indicates the
existence of some instrumental procedural factors, which are called pramanas.
Though the Buddhists pave trie~ to say that a cognition is free ·from doubt,
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illusion etc. It is known from the valid cognition itself, which is not convincing.
If a valid cognition itself were the spurce of knowing it
why has the elapse -

'Avisamvflda~atVa'

~s,

free from illusion etc.

been brought in as a

crit~riop

? The

unfailingness can only be determined by some external factors through some
procedural methods that are not obviously the valid cognition itself. Hence their
standpoint does not seem to be convincing logically.
Lastly, we have seen that it is the contention of Vatsyaana that the right
cognition of the sixteen categories in which pramflna is the flrst leads us to the
attainment of the highest good (ni}]sreyasa). 16 But if the right cognition of the
flrst category i.e., pramflna itself is recognized as an object of valid cognition
(prameya) then why the means of valid cognition (prama11a) hits the list ? How

can th~ tight cognition of the :4rst cat~gory i.e. pramcma ~e lqlown ? Is it through
.

I

.

.

other prqmflt(a ? lf answer is po~itive, how can the second pramflna be known ?
In this way tJi~re

wmdd arise the

defe9t of infinite regress (anavastha). If the

cognition of the flrst category is riot possible, how it can iil'4mine other
categories ?
Again in the introductory portion Vatsyayana tries to distinguish between
pramii11a and pramii71bhiisa (pseudo-pramii11a) as I mentioned before, by way of

adopting the method of extrmsic validity. In fact, the main intention of the
Bhasyakara is to establish a thesis that under all .circumstances a pramfl11a is
connected with its object through the capacity of producing successful activity
(praw:ttisflmasthya), which is known as proof by parata}] pramanya. Here there

will arise another problem, that how can we know the validity of the second
pramflna?

Cbnsiqering the impo~~<:;e of pramana Vatsyayap.a is of the opinion that
without the proper cognition df pramii11a the object cahriot be properly grasped.
If it is 11ot graspeq properly, ~o one can have successfi.i1 inclination towards the
object. The cognizer, after cognizing

at)

object with the help of pramii11a ,(means

of knowing), wants to avail or forsake the object. The effort in the form of
availing or forsaking is called volition. Whether our volition is successful or not
depends on the result of the inclination. The object is ~n the form of happiness or
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the cause of happiness. It may also be in the form of misery or the cause of
misery. These objects of pramii71a are infinite in number, as the persons adopting
these are infinite in number.
According to the nihilists Skeptics, th~ right cognition (tattvajfiiina) of the
category called pramftnci is not at all possible and hence there is no possibility of
having right cognition of other objects. To Goutama the real means of the right
cognition is calleq prarniina. When we have awareness, it is very difficult to
detect tlie rightness of the awareness. Tp.is is the reason, the determination of the
rightness of pramiina i.e., pramii71a is beyond our capacity. That is why
Goutama's Nyaya philosophy would turn into a Siistra, which is full of
inconsistencies and paradoxes. In order to avoid such problems and to refute
such views of the nihilists and Skeptics, Vatsyayana begins with the
determination

of

the

validity

of

pramiina

with

the

texts

Pramiinato 'rthapratipattau etc.
'Pramiinam arthavat' means Priimiinya is non-deviated to the object
(arthavyabhiciiri). From the revelation of the real nature of an object the

rightness of pramiina is proved. Arthavat denotes ''lll eternal connection'
.

(nityayoga)

i!l~icates

;,

the fact of non-deviatedness of an object (avyabhiciiri), is

called siidhya of the inference inferred on the strength of the argument or hetu 'prav~tti

siimarthy(l' i.e., the capacity of leading to successful inclination. Here

again another question wili · arise - if pramiina of the above infere,nce is
dependent on another inference, how can the

pram~na

be determined of the

second one ? If there is the doubt of the pramiina, there cannot be the
ascertainment of the same.
But the Naiyayikas hold that there does not always arise the doubt of
pramiina in each and every inferential cognition. Innumerable works have been

done depending on time, which inferred from the watch. Many theories have
been discovered depending on the mathematical calculations. But there does not
always arise tpe doubt of pramiina. Daily business is continued on the basis of
the weight taken through the scales, which is not always doubted. Moreover, if
there is doupt, the cause of it must be shown. If someone adduces some
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argurp.ents in favoqr of some doubt, he has to take recourse to inference whose
validity must be a?mitted. If tpere were no argument in favour of doubt, it would
be taken as unreaJ. As there is an innumerable piece of inference through which
our life is moving forward,

th~re

is no question of such doubt. Otherwise, there

would not have been inclimition towards some activities or objects. Even the
Skeptics are inclined to some actions out of having some sort of certainty on
these. If the phenomenon of successful inclination becomes deviated from object,
it would remain in thepseudo-Pramii11a also of the unfailing inclination remains.
in something which is deviated from an object, it may remain in the

Pramii71iibhiisd also, w:Wch ~s not at all possible.

To the believers of absolute nihilism there is no real object like pramii11a
-as to them tl)e usages of Pramii11a, prame)'CI etc, are imagin¥J. Hence to them,
all cogriition1) are false and as a tesuit, it follows from this that all Pramiinas are
nothing but Pramii11iibhiisa. If it is taken for granted, the nihilists would not be in
a position to explain ap individual's inclination towards something. If it is taken
that water if cognized as such is illusory, then why does an individual incline to
have water ? From the syllogistic argument in the form 'this piece of cognition is
valid, as . it leads to a successful inclinatiqn' (idam Jfiiinam yathiirtham

saphalapraw:tti-janakatvlit), it is proved that the cognition of water is valid.
So the importance

of ·the

theory o( Svataft priimiinyavlida cannot be

.ignored totally and has to accept in .some cases. Other than these cases paratah

priimlinyavlida is relevant a11d the Naiyayikas, in our opinion, are consistent in
their views.
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